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ABSTRACT

A modi�ed decoding algorithm for automatic speech
recognition (ASR) will be described which facilitates a
closer coupling between the acoustic and language mod-
eling components of a speech recognition system. This
closer coupling is obtained by extracting word level mea-
sures of acoustic con�dence during decoding, and making
coded representations of these con�dence measures avail-
able to the ASR network during decoding. A simulation
of this decoding strategy is implemented using a word lat-
tice rescoring paradigm. A joint acoustic{language model
will be described where linguistic context is augmented
to include the encoded values of acoustic con�dence. Fi-
nally, the performance of the word lattice based imple-
mentation of the decoding algorithm will be evaluated on
a large vocabulary natural language understanding task.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses two issues in acoustic and language
modeling for automatic speech recognition. The �rst is-
sue that the paper attempts to address is the lack of
integration between the acoustic and language model-
ing component of ASR systems. Language models are
generally trained from perfect utterance transcriptions
even though search algorithms in ASR should propa-
gate paths in a network by optimizing the joint acous-
tic and language model probabilities. The second issue
involves problems with assigning local con�dence mea-
sures to words in a hypothesized string of words that is
produced by a speech recognizer. It is well known that
these locally derived con�dence measures can be mislead-
ing in circumstances where the word is correctly decoded
as a result of the language model even when the acoustic
evidence is weak.

To deal with these issues, a procedure is proposed for
incorporating acoustic con�dence measures derived dur-
ing ASR decoding directly in the language model. The
techniques described here rely on model based techniques
for extracting word level acoustic con�dence measures
that were originally presented in [lleida-96]. Further-
more, the general notion of incorporating acoustic con�-
dence measures in stochastic language models (LMs) has
been discussed in [Rose98]. The novel aspect of the work
described in this paper is the implementation and eval-
uation of a decoding algorithm which makes continually
updated measures of con�dence available to the network
during decoding. In our previous work, language models
were trained to incorporate prior distributions of acoustic
con�dence, allowing separate states to exist in the LM for

representing each of a number of levels of con�dence [6].
Section 2 of the paper describes a word lattice rescor-
ing approach to simulating a decoder which makes direct
use of dynamically derived acoustic con�dence measures.
The parameterization and training of the language model
used in this integrated decoder is discussed in Section 3.
Finally, the LVCSR task and the experimental results re-
ported for the integrated decoder on that task are given
in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2 DECODING STRATEGY

This section describes the proposed decoding strategy
used for obtaining closer integration of acoustic and lan-
guage models during recognition. First, the basic struc-
ture of a stochastic language model that incorporates
coded measures of acoustic con�dence is briey reviewed.
Second, a decoder that allows these dynamically com-
puted acoustic con�dence measures to be passed to the
language model in a single recognition pass is discussed.
Finally, an implementation of the integrated decoder
based on a word lattice rescoring paradigm is described
and evaluated.

2.1 Model Integration

A stochastic LM is generally de�ned over the elements
of a K length word sequence, W = w1; : : : ; wK, for an
utterance where wi 2 V , and V is the lexicon for the
task. The approach that is taken in this work involves
augmenting the lexicon of symbols to include symbolic
representations of acoustic con�dence [1]. Word level
acoustic con�dence measures can be extracted and en-
coded as ci 2 [0; : : : ;Q� 1], a discrete, Q level encod-
ing of the acoustic con�dence for word wi. If these two
information sources are synchronous, then the acous-
tic and lexical information can be coupled so that de-
coding can be based on their joint distribution. Thus,
the word string can be replaced by a symbol{pair se-
quence so that an utterance will be represented by
W;C = (w1; c1); (w2; c2); : : : ; (wK; cK). For example,
the acoustic and lexical context for word wi in a tri-
gram LM would be augmented from fwi�1; wi�2g to
f(wi�1; ci�1); (wi�2; ci�2)g. Since the overall e�ect of
this language model is to condition language model prob-
abilities on estimated measures of acoustic con�dence, it
is referred to below as an acoustic con�dence conditioned
(ACC) language model.
The interaction between the acoustic decoder and the

language model (LM) in a single pass implementation of
this system is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig-
ure 1. In the system in Figure 1, acoustic con�dence
scores are computed directly in the continuous speech
recognition decoder, encoded as discrete symbols, and
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passed to the ACC language model. The estimation of
these con�dence scores is normally performed as part of
a two pass procedure. A hypothesized word string is gen-
erated by a CSR decoder in the �rst stage, and a con�-
dence measure is computed in the second stage. While
there have been many di�erent techniques proposed for
estimating word level con�dence measures in automatic
speech recognition [5], an acoustic likelihood ratio based
approach is taken in this work. The acoustic con�dence
scores themselves are derived from the ratio of \target"
hypothesis hidden Markov model and alternate hypoth-
esis hidden Markov model likelihoods [5]. The con�g-
uration in Figure 1 assumes that the CSR decoder can
produce word based acoustic con�dence scores directly
without the need for a dedicated acoustic utterance ver-
i�cation (UV) subsystem. This is enabled by a single{
pass CSR decoder / utterance veri�cation system which
is based on a CSR decoder designed to directly optimize
a likelihood ratio criterion [2].
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Figure 1: Block diagram describing the interaction
between the network and the acoustic decoder for the
integrated decoder using a single pass CSR decoder /
UV subsystem.

The n{best candidate rescoring implementation of a
decoder based on the ACC language model is shown in
the block diagram in Figure 2. In this implementation,
a list of n{best word candidates are extracted from word
lattices produced by a \baseline" continuous speech rec-
ognizer and passed to the UV subsystem so that word
level acoustic con�dence scores can be assigned to the
words in the n{best hypothesized strings. The stochastic
language model for the baseline CSR is a phrase{based
bigram that is de�ned strictly over the elements of the
word lexicon V and does not incorporate any notion of
acoustic con�dence. The UV subsystem relies on ded-
icated acoustic models that are estimated to maximize
an average likelihood ratio criterion [5]. These UV or
con�dence labeled word strings are then rescored using
the ACC language model. The best hypothesized word
string candidate is chosen as the string with the highest
combined ACC language model score and acoustic UV
score. The advantage of the implementation shown in
Figure 2 is that it is possible to evaluate the e�ects on
performance of any of the subsystems in the Figure in
isolation. An experimental study where this evaluation
is performed is presented in Section 5.

2.2 Decoder Implementation

The n{best rescoring implementation of the decoder in-
volved three steps. The �rst step involved generating a
word lattice for each utterance in the test set. The word
lattices took the form of weighted �nite state acceptors
whose arcs were associated with word symbols, wi, and
weights equal to the combined acoustic and baseline lan-
guage model costs [3]. The N highest scoring paths were
extracted from the word lattices giving N strings with
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Figure 2: Implementation of the integrated decoder
using a word lattice rescoring paradigm.

baseline log probabilities

log PBL =

KX
k=1

K log P (wkjwk�1) + logA(wk) ; (1)

where A(wk) corresponds to the acoustic score computed
for word wk during recognition and K is a grammar scale
factor used to adjust the relative weight of language and
acoustic model probabilities during recognition. The lan-
guage model component of the path score in Equation 1
was removed before ACC language model rescoring was
performed.
The second step was to apply the utterance veri�cation

techniques described in Section 2.1 to assign word level
acoustic con�dence scores, S(wk), to each word in each
of the N candidate strings. These con�dence scores were
then compared to a decision threshold so that a binary
coded representation of the con�dence score, ck, could be
associated with each word

ck =

�
1 S(wk) > �

0 otherwise :
(2)

This results in a word/con�dence sequence (wk; ck) k =
1; : : : ;K for each string hypothesis of an utterance and
a �nite state acceptor whose arcs contained symbol pairs
(wk; ck).
Finally, the third step involved in the n{best rescoring

implementation was the actual language model rescoring.
The ACC language model, which is described in more de-
tail in Section 3, also took the form of a stochastic �nite
state acceptor (FSA). The symbols on the arcs corre-
spond to the pairs (wk; ck) and the arc weights are the
language model costs estimated as described in Section 3.
The ACC language model rescoring was implemented for
each utterance by composing the ACC language model
FSA with the FSA representation of the n{best candidate
utterance.
Two di�erent cases are investigated for assigning

acoustic scores. In one case, the baseline word level
acoustic likelihoods, A(wk), were used as arc weights re-
sulting in path log probabilities computed as

log PACC =

KX
k=1

K log P ((wk; ck)j(wk�1; ck�1))+logA(wk) :

In the second case, the word level acoustic con�dence
scores, S(wk), were assigned as arc weights resulting in
total path probabilities computed as

log PUV =

KX
k=1

K log P ((wk; ck)j(wk�1; ck�1))+log S(wk) :

Paths are propagated based on acoustic con�dence scores
and language model states are also dependent on repre-
sentations of estimated acoustic con�dence.



3 LANGUAGE MODELING USING HIDDEN

UV STATES

A new approach to training language models and in-
tegrating acoustic word con�dence scores was proposed
in [6]. The integration of acoustic level con�dence with
the language model augments the word n-gram event
space, which de�nes linguistic context, with encoded val-
ues of acoustic con�dence C = c1; c2; : : : ; cK. While a
traditional n-gram language model computes the proba-
bility over all possible word sequences, W , via the back{
o� mechanism, the joint acoustic-language model has to
account for the acoustic events as well. The joint proba-
bility of the sequence W;C is decomposed as:

P (W;C) =
Y
i

P (wi; cijw1; c1; w2; c2; : : : ; wi�1; ci�1)

(3)
In previous work, the probability estimates for the
acoustic-language event space were based on the observed
symbol pair training sequences [6]. Even though that
model was able to back{o� to lower order n-gram pairs,
it was not able to recognize the pair (wi; ci) if ci had
never occurred in conjunction with wi. In general when
language modeling using multiple discrete information
channels, the space of events is given by the Cartesian
product of each channel event space. In order to assign
a probability to all possible pairs of sequences W;C we
have augmented the language model �nite state space
with Q hidden UV states for each word. As a result, any
pair of sequences W;C will be recognized by our stochas-
tic �nite state machines and the probability P (W;C) will
be approximated from the training set pairs as:

P (wi; cijw1; c1; w2; c2; : : : ; wi�1; ci�1) = (4)

P (wijw1; : : : ; wi�1)

P (cijw1; c1; w2; c2; : : : ; wi�1; ci�1; wi)

In equation 4, the �rst term is the word n-gram and the
second is trained using a Maximum Likelihood (ML) cri-
terion from the training set word/UV-score pairs. Since
some of the frequency counts in the ML estimate of
P (cijw1; c1; w2; c2; : : : ; wi�1; ci�1; wi) will be zero, we ap-
plied standard discount techniques to the probability
mass [4]. The approximation in Equation 4 is similar
to the hidden variable modeling used for class-based lan-
guage models. Thus, we have used a hierarchical training
procedure for learning the stochastic �nite state machine
on the paired sequences W;C [4]:

� Modeling Source W : In this step a �nite
state model �L is designed so each string W

is recognized and P (W ) is assigned to each W

(P (wijw1; : : : ; wi�1)).

� Training Hidden States for C: Each state in the
model �L is augmented with Q hidden states and
discounted ML training is applied to compute the
probability distribution of the hidden states.

At the end of the hierarchical training, the joint acous-
tic/language model �L�UV is represented as a stochas-
tic transducer [6] and used for UV-labeled word lattice
rescoring.

4 AUTOMATED CALL ROUTING TASK

The utterances used for the experimental study described
in this paper were taken from spoken transactions be-
tween customers and human telephone operators over the
public switched telephone network. The utterances corre-
spond to customers responses to the open-ended prompt
\How may I help you?" [1]. The �rst utterance from the
customer in this transaction was transcribed and labeled
according to one of �fteen call{types. The call{types
themselves correspond to a set of actions relating to the
routing of the incoming call. Examples of these call{
types include collect, calling card, and third party billing,
with an additional\other" type to handle calls that do
not correspond to those that have been de�ned. A set
of 670 utterances were used as a test set. The utter-
ances were an average of 5.3 seconds in duration, with
the longest utterance being 52.7 seconds. There is an
average of nineteen words per utterance with an out{of{
vocabulary rate in the test data at the utterance level of
thirty percent. The baseline ASR performance on this
test set is 60.7% word accuracy (WAC). When an n{best
decoding algorithm is used with the number of candi-
dates N = 100, the best possible WAC that can be ob-
tained is 67.8%. This performance �gure represents an
upper bound on the possible performance that might be
obtained by rescoring string candidates with some addi-
tional information source as was described in Section 2.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental study was performed to evaluate the
e�ect of the modi�ed decoding procedure presented in
Section 2 on the large vocabulary speech recognition
(LVCSR) task described in Section 4. Two di�erent
aspects of the system were evaluated. First, the per-
formance of the underlying word{based utterance veri-
�cation procedures were measured. Second, the e�ect
of rescoring the n{best hypothesized string candidates
extracted from word lattices produced by the baseline
speech recognizer using the ACC language model was
evaluated. A value of N = 100 candidates was used for
these experiments.
A modi�ed word accuracy performance measure was

used to characterize the e�ect of the ACC language model
rescoring the test set. The measure exploits the fact that
each word in the hypothesized string which is produced
by the rescoring procedure is associated with some in-
dication of con�dence. The language model produces
a discrete label, ci, associated with each word, wi, and
the acoustic UV procedure associates a continuous val-
ued con�dence score, si, with each word. The perfor-
mance measure characterizes the word accuracy (WAC)
of the hypothesized word strings after \low con�dence"
words have been rejected. Low con�dence implies that
ci = 0 when relying on discrete con�dence labels for
word-level con�dence or si < T where T is a decision
threshold for continuous valued acoustic con�dence. This
will be referred to below as \thresholded" word accuracy,
or TWAC.
The acoustic utterance veri�cation performance for

this task is plotted as a receiver operating characteris-
tic (ROC) curve in Figure 3. The �gure also displays
the histograms of word level con�dence scores obtained
for the correctly decoded and incorrectly decoded words
in the test set. The ROC curve in Figure 3 was gener-
ated by sweeping over a range of values of the decision



threshold, T . The vertical axis represents the probability
of detecting a correctly decoded word hypothesis and the
horizontal axis represents the probability of false accep-
tance of an incorrectly decoded word hypothesis. This
curve was computed by assigning UV con�dence mea-
sures to the words in the hypothesized strings generated
for the one-best baseline ASR system described in Sec-
tion 4. It is important to note that the characteristic
curve is dependent on the operating point of the baseline
speech recognition system.
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Figure 3: a. Histograms of word level con�dence
score distributions for correctly decoded and incor-
rectly decoded words. b. Receiver operating charac-
teristic curve describing the detection performance of
the word-level acoustic con�dence measure.

Figure 4 displays the TWAC when rescoring 100 best
string hypotheses for each utterance with the word level
acoustic log likelihoods replaced by the word level acous-
tic con�dence measures. The horizontal axis in Figure 4
corresponds to the percent of hypothesized words that
were rejected, and the vertical axis represents the WAC
for the accepted words. The baseline WAC corresponds
to the TWAC=60.7% point on the vertical axis. Both of
the curves in the �gure were plotted for the case where
the word level acoustic con�dence measures were used
as acoustic scores in the rescoring algorithm. The solid
curve in Figure 4 displays the TWAC for rescoring of
the acoustic con�dence labeled string using the ACC lan-
guage model. This scenario is equivalent to computing
path probabilities, log PUV (W;C), as shown in Section 2.
The dashed curve in the �gure displays the TWAC for
rescoring of the acoustic con�dence labeled string using
the \baseline" language model which does not incorpo-
rate the coded con�dence measures.
There are two observations that can be made from

the plots in Figure 4. The �rst observation is that a
small improvement over the baseline WAC was obtained
by rescoring using the ACC language model. This is
apparent from the 62.4% WAC which corresponds to
zero percent word rejection in the �gure. It was sur-
prising that rescoring with the baseline language model
resulted in a decrease in performance relative to the base-
line. This may be a result of the fact that the average
utterance length is almost 20 words and the fact that
the upper bound on performance of 67.8% WAC is still
very low. The second observation is that when a rela-
tively low percentage of individual word hypotheses with
low con�dence scores are rejected, the resulting word
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Figure 4: Threshold based word accuracy (TWAK)
for rescoring of n{best UV labeled hypotheses.

strings containing high con�dence words have a signif-
icantly increased WAC. This is an indication that the
resulting con�dence measures are relatively good predic-
tors of whether words have been correctly decoded.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A decoding algorithm that incorporates representations
of acoustic con�dence in both the acoustic and language
component of the decoder has been presented. The algo-
rithm has been implemented as a procedure for rescoring
n{best string candidates that are extracted from word
lattices produced by a LVCSR system. The performance
of the entire system was evaluated as the word accuracy
obtained under various degrees of word rejection on an
automated call routing task. It was found that best per-
formance was obtained when the n{best rescoring mecha-
nism relied on both word based acoustic con�dence mea-
sures and acoustic con�dence conditioned language mod-
els. Future work will focus both on better training pro-
cedures for the underlying acoustic and language models
as well as on more e�cient implementations for the inte-
grated decoder algorithm described in this paper.
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